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HOW DOES MUSIC TOUCH US?
dani oore

This audiovisual recording shares an activity that nurtures performers’ awareness,
intimacy, and creative trust through touch.
Objectives

Inspiration

To cultivate awareness of
physical, emotional, and social
relationships between touch and
music making.
✦ To nurture performers’ trust,
sensuality, intimacy, and risktaking.

“The music moved me,” “it touched me.”
Metaphors indicate how we understand our world through our
body.
Music is created by touch. We pluck, press, strike, or buzz an
instrument.
We contract muscles in order to expel and shape an air column.
Touch creates sound.
As a performer, all the information I learn—theory, philosophy,
tradition—must be funnelled through the way I touch.
Once my touch produces a sound, is there any way to alter that
sound, except by touching it again?
As a listener, I experience other people’s touch through their
sounds.
When I hear myself, I’m hearing my own touch.
The vibrations reach me, sometimes re-embodied as a recording.
The metaphor of music “touching me” is embodied.
Years ago, I created different activities to explore this
relationship.

✦

Addressing Challenges
✦

✦

The activity can be described
before starting, and students
who feel overwhelmed at any
point, welcomed to rest,
observe, or step away from the
activity.
With appropriate adaptation,
this activity can be rewarding
for participants of any age
group, including children.

In this particular activity, music and performance students
connect through their hands.
We grasp our world.
Music is hearing another body, often a human body, in motion.
Music touches us.
We perceive emotions and personalities in different qualities of
touch.
When people freely touch hands, each hand moves in ways that
reflect its own intensely practiced patterns of motion. (Vocalists
too, as gesticulation and speech are connected
neurophysiologically.)
By touching hands with our fellow musicians, we nurture our
awareness, connection, and creative trust. Through touch we
understand one another and deepen our music making.
We experience, with intimate tangibility, how our collaborators
touch, and how they may touch their musical instruments.
This intimacy cultivates understanding and trust, which allow us
to take greater risks together.
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Instruction
I tell the class to:
• Go wash your hands and come back
Usually this creates some curious excitement.
I have everyone stand in a small tight circle and I
describe the activity:
• Know your boundaries… Push them gently…
• Some people love this activity
• Some find it overwhelming
• Some get uncomfortable
• Some get giggles
• Breathe through it
• If it feels too much, step out of the circle and
observe
I explain that:
• In a moment, we’ll get into an even tighter circle
• Our chest against the back of the person in front of us, and someone else’s chest against our back
• Our hand starts at our sides or in the centre
• You can face outside the circle or face inside the circle… where it’ll be a bit hotter and steamier
• You can close your eyes or maybe gently squint them so you see less definition and perhaps find yourself
being less judgmental
• In this activity, each one of us is an expert
I now tell the class to:
• Get in the tighter circle so that our left hands are in the middle…
Sometimes we’ll do our right hands. I may or may not suggest that for most of us right handers the left hand is
less analytical, perhaps because we use it less, or because it’s connected to the brain’s right hemisphere.
I might tell them to:
• Gradually find the other hands
Or to:
• Start with your hands all touching in the middle of the circle
At some point I tell them to:
• Find space apart from the other hands… and find an ending for our composition
We debrief… And sometimes again years later.
The students heard in the audiovisual recording were interviewed up to six years after their class with me.

Contact
Your feedback and questions are most welcome: daniel.oore@utoronto.ca
dani.oore.ca
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